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Chapter 2: Introduction 
 

Awaiting text from DfE 
 

Skills Advisory Panels (SAPs) 

Skills Advisory Panels (SAPs) bring together employers, skills providers and key local 

stakeholders to better understand and resolve skills mismatches at a local level. There are 

36 SAPs across England as part of Mayoral Combined Authorities and Local Enterprise 

Partnerships. 

The Department for Education (DfE) supports SAPs with grant funding primarily to produce high 

quality analysis of local labour markets and Local Skills Reports. The Reports set out the local 

strengths and skills needs and how the SAP proposes its area addresses its key priorities. 

The Reports aim to influence local partners and feed intelligence to central government, including 

the national-level Skills and Productivity Board (SPB). In January 2021, DfE published its White 

Paper “Skills for Jobs: Lifelong Learning for Opportunity and Growth,” which sets out a 

number of reforms aimed at putting employers more firmly at the heart of the skills system. 

The White Paper outlined plans to test in 2021-22, in a small number of areas, “Local Skills 

Improvement Plans” created by business representative organisations. The White Paper 

committed to build on the work of SAPs to date. SAPs and their Local Skills Reports will continue 

as the DfE trailblazes “Local Skill Improvement Plans” and until any potential changes are made to 

a SAP’s remit and responsibilities. 

 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough SAP 

Locally, the function of the Skills Advisory Panels is delivered by the Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough Employment and Skills Board (ESB). The board was established in the autumn of 

2019 and comprises business leaders, education representatives, local authority leaders, and 

representation from other government agencies. 

The ESB helps to steer the skills agenda in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough plus build on the 

good work being undertaken by all partners. It aims to support the implementation of the Local 

Industrial Strategy and support the recommendations of the Skills Strategy and its supporting 

evidence base. 

Although the strategic focus of SAPs is to look across wider geographies, and this is reflected 

in the core indicators provided for all SAPs (Annex A), the evidence base for our local skills 

strategy highlighted that the Combined Authority area is home to three overlapping labour 

markets which inform the demand and flow of labour across the region, as highlighted in 

map 1. These are: 

• Peterborough and surrounding areas (including North Huntingdonshire) 

• The Fens (including Fenland, some of East Cambridgeshire and part of Huntingdonshire) 

• Greater Cambridge area (including southern parts of Huntingdonshire and East 

Cambridgeshire as a third). 

The socio-economic makeup of these three sub-economies is explored in more detail in 

Chapter 3, which provides the evidence base for our local strategies set out to meet our 

ambitions. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/skills-advisory-panels
https://www.gov.uk/government/groups/skills-and-productivity-board
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/skills-for-jobs-lifelong-learning-for-opportunity-and-growth
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Chapter 2: Introduction 
 

 

Map 1: Overview of Cambridgeshire and Peterborough SAP area 
and a breakdown of local ‘sub-economies’, Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough Local Industrial Strategy 

 

As mentioned, the Combined Authority Employment and Skills Board (ESB) also contains private 

sector board members who are drawn from across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough to ensure a 

spread of representation of our key sectors and varying sizes of employers. 

Currently, the ESB meets once every three months. You can access the minutes of our most 

recent meeting, including the latest data and evidence that gets presented to the board every 

quarter, here. 

The lead contact for the Skills Advisory Panel in the Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough Combined Authority is Fliss Miller, she can be reached at 

Fliss.miller@cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk 

https://cambridgeshirepeterboroughcagov.cmis.uk.com/Meetings.aspx
mailto:Fliss.miller@cambridgeshirepeterborough-ca.gov.uk
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Local landscape and context 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough has a growing population. The Combined Authority 
area has seen a 7.6% increase in total population since 2011.1 The socio-economic and 
demographic makeup of this growing population, which makes the area unique, is explored in 
detail in Annex A.  
 
The core indicators covered in Annex A help to underpin our local understanding of the 
variation in skills strengths and needs across the region. This variation is reflective of the three 
distinctive sub-economies of the area, each having their own individual strengths and needs, 
and were defined within the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Independent Economic Review 
(CPIER)2 as: 
 

1) Greater Cambridge area (which takes in Cambridge, South Cambridgeshire, and parts 

of Huntingdonshire and East Cambridgeshire), while not without deprivation, is 

prosperous and attracts many international businesses to come to the area and grow. 

 
1 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough local population estimates and forecasts, Cambridgeshire County Council.  
2 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Independent Economic Review (CPIER).  

• A cross-cutting strength for the Combined Authority area comes through the 

devolved budget responsibilities attached to Mayoral Combined Authority (MCA) 

areas. The devolved Adult Education Budget (AEB) responsibilities gives us strength 

by providing the tools to support learners to secure foundation skills, progression and 

diversification and is pivotal in supporting the needs of local people into employment. 

 

• Within the Indices of Multiple Deprivation, Fenland is ranked third of all 316 local 

authorities nationally for Education, Skills and Training need, where 1 is most 

deprived.  Peterborough is ranked 31st, which is the second lowest rank across the 

Combined Authority. 

 

• The Greater Cambridge area has the highest skilled population and best educational 

outcomes across the Combined Authority area, leading to a strong supply of skills.  

 

• While Peterborough has lower educational attainment, the demand for work remains 

high. 79% of the working age population in Peterborough are economically active, 

the same as the England average. 

 

• The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority benefits from an 

extensive network of further education (FE) providers, with a focus on the 16-19 

(post 16) age group.  These institutions seek to maximise the employability of 

students, through the delivery of vocational qualifications and training. 

 

• The employment sectors which have seen the most growth between 2019 and 2021 

are Green Jobs, Agri-Tech and Construction, all of which have seen over a 50% 

increase in vacancies in this time, this is against a 5% increase across all vacancies. 
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Skills levels and wages are high.  In the Greater Cambridge economy, businesses 

have brought about revolutionary advances in a wide array of fields, transforming lives 

around the world.  

 
Growth within the Greater Cambridge sub-economy has not been entirely positive. 
There is a future risk of increasing housing and living costs in the area causing society 
to continue to drift irreparably away from less well-paid workers, whilst the ageing 
of the city (whose housing ladder’s bottom rung is out of reach of the vast majority of 
the young) will threaten its dynamism. 
 

2) Peterborough and surrounding areas, where there is much industry and potential; 

however, deprivation levels are higher, and many residents feel untouched by the 

economic success of the Greater Cambridge area.  It has a lower proportion of 

higher-level skills than elsewhere in the area, and educational and health 

outcomes in Peterborough are relatively poor.  

 
The city’s industrial origins, first in brickmaking, and then manufacturing, have laid the 
foundations for a dynamic business environment. It continues to be a magnet for 
engineering talent, and trades well upon its connection to strategic infrastructure 
(which caused the city to boom in the first place).  
 

3) The Fens are in some ways the most challenged economically of the three. Many 

market towns have lost their former glory and struggle to attract or retain young people. 

The development of the knowledge economy, with its high premium on proximity and 

agglomeration, has left rural communities struggling to maintain distinctive high-

value industries. 

  
However, 50% of UK Grade 1 agricultural land is found in the Fens. There is 
immense potential for the fens to be renowned as the apex of British agricultural 
production. 
 

Each of these individual sub-economies help us to understand skills demands within 
the collective Combined Authority area. The current demand for skills across the Combined 
Authority is determined by its sectoral makeup and the types of businesses that are active 
within the area. The CPIER3 and its interim reports also identified the Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough economy to have demonstrable specialisms and strengths in the following 
strategic growth sectors:  

• Agriculture and Food (Agri-tech)  
• Life Sciences  
• IT and Digital  
• Manufacturing, Advanced Manufacturing and Materials  
• Logistics and Distribution 
 • Education and Professional Services 

 
Engagement with local councillors and business leads also identified Health and Social Care 
and Construction as growth sectors.  
 
In addition to the above growth sectors, the following sectors are among those considered a 
priority across government, most of which overlap with those identified locally:  
 

 
3 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Independent Economic Review (CPIER)  
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• Adult Social Care  

• Construction (including buildings/retrofit) 

• Digital and Technology  

• Haulage and Logistics 

• Manufacturing. 

• Green Jobs4 

 
The below table highlights demand in the sectors discussed above through local vacancy data, 
looking at change in demand in these sectors from 2019 to 2021 demonstrates which sectors 
have seen the most growth. The sectors which have seen the most growth in this time are 
Green Jobs, Agri-Tech and Construction, all of which have seen over a 50% increase in 
vacancies from 2019 to 2021, this is against a 5% increase across all vacancies. Demand 
in Education and Digital and Technology has decreased in this time, with less vacancies, on 
average, in 2021 than in 2019.  In 2020/21 the Health, Public Services and Care subject sector 
saw the second highest proportion of adult education and training achievements across 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. This sector along with Engineering and Manufacturing 
Technologies also saw high proportions of apprenticeship achievements, suggesting a strong 
supply of employees for these relevant growth sectors.   

 
 
The growth sectors listed above are the most dynamic and offer the best prospects for 
future growth and prosperity. These sectors are used to determine the focus of the Skills 
Strategy, as discussed in Chapter 4. 
 
The Combined Authority works to ensure the highest possible quality of training across the 
region, working in collaboration with regional training and skills providers to match supply with 
the demand of the three local sub-economies. 
 
These local ambitions sit alongside a range of work which will be progressed collectively 

across the Cambridge-Oxford Arc, a world-leading economic area. This growth will be 

underpinned by a high-quality environment, which will create jobs and boost local and regional 

 
4 Green jobs are calculated by EMSI, who use over 350 job titles to identify green vacancies. The top 5 titles over the last 

three years are:  

1. Environmental Consultants 

2. Environmental Health and Safety Specialists 

3. Environmental Health and Safety Managers 

4. Wind Turbine Technicians 

5. Environmental Advisors 

 

Sector Average monthly 
vacancies in 2019 

Average monthly 
vacancies in 2021 

% Growth 

Agriculture & Food  
(Agri-Tech) 

463 746 61% 

Adult Social Care  3,339 3,809 14% 

Construction 2,427 3,684 52% 

Digital and Technology 6,044 5,061 -16% 

Education 2,543 2,269 -11% 

Green Jobs 131 219 67% 

Haulage and Logistics  1,478 1,951 32% 

Life Sciences  323 373 16% 

Manufacturing 4,734 6,114 29% 

All sectors  47,976 50,508 5% 
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economies.5 

Local policy context 
A cross-cutting strength for the Combined Authority area comes through the devolved budget 

responsibilities attached to Mayoral Combined Authority (MCA) areas. These 

responsibilities provide the strength of having greater flexibility to match local skills 

supply with demand.  

 

These devolved responsibilities help to facilitate targeted commissioning to meet the 

skills needs of our individual sub-economies and growth sectors.  

 

Summary of skills strengths across the area and our sub-economies 

Local Population 
The Greater Cambridge area has the highest skilled population and best educational 
outcomes across the Combined Authority area, leading to a strong supply of skills. This 
is explored further in our Skills Supply Section of Annex A. While Peterborough has lower 
educational attainment, as highlighted in Core Indicator 11, the demand for work remains 
high. 78% of the working age population in Peterborough are economically active, only 
slightly below the England average of 79%6. As highlighted in the Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough Skills Strategy7 the working age population is projected to grow more 
slowly than the national average. 
 

Growth Sectors 
Strengths in skills demand come from our individual sub-economies and growth sectors. 
The growth sectors across the Combined Authority area offer a local strength in skills demand, 
as they allow for significant occupational crossover, with many commonalities between the 
skills required for different occupations within these sectors. This offers opportunities of 
transferability of skills within our growth sectors. 
 
Each of the individual growth sectors offer key strengths to the local area. For example, 
in recent decades, life sciences has become one of the UK’s greatest business strengths, and 
the reach of the biomedical industry in the Greater Cambridge area is international. 
Similarly, in the north of the area, the CPIER discusses the Combined Authority’s very 
strong high-tech manufacturing base. With a manufacturing history in Peterborough, large 
firms such as Caterpillar have engineering bases there.  
 

Provision  
The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority benefits from an extensive 
network of further education (FE) providers, with a focus on the 16-19 (post 16) age group.  
These institutions seek to maximise the employability of students, through the delivery of 
vocational qualifications and training. They also deliver more traditional academic qualifications 
and provide an important bridge for those looking to progress to higher education (HE). 
 
We have a vast range of FE colleges across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, delivering a 
wide variety of different courses. Some of our key institutions such as Cambridge Regional 
College, Long Road Sixth Form College, Hills Road Sixth Form College, the College of West 
Anglia, City College Peterborough and the Inspire Education Group in Peterborough provide 
the majority of FE provision in the area. There are also 16 School Sixth-Forms providing 

 
5 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Local Industrial Strategy: A Partner in the Oxford-Cambridge Arc. 

 
6 Annual Population Survey: July 2020-June 2021. 
7 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority Employment and Skills Strategy; October 2021. 

https://www.caterpillar.com/en/company/global-footprint/eame/united-kingdom.html
https://www.camre.ac.uk/
https://www.camre.ac.uk/
https://www.longroad.ac.uk/
https://www.hillsroad.ac.uk/
https://cwa.ac.uk/
https://cwa.ac.uk/
https://www.citycollegepeterborough.ac.uk/
https://www.ieg.ac.uk/
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academic pathways and two University Technical Colleges in the region for 14-19 year olds. 
 
One of the key strengths of skills supply across the area is local Higher Education 
provision in the south of the Combined Authority area which is home to the University of 
Cambridge, one of the world’s leading academic centres and Anglia Ruskin University, an 
innovative global university.  
 

Delivery 
The two maps outlined in Annex B illustrate where further education courses are being 
delivered and where the learners who are undertaking these courses reside. This 
demonstrates that most FE courses are being delivered within Cambridge and 
Peterborough, with some higher concentrations of delivery evident near the market 
towns. 

 
The devolved Adult Education Budget (AEB) responsibilities gives us strength by 
providing the tools to support learners to secure foundation skills, progression and 
diversification and is pivotal in supporting the needs of local people into employment. 
Improving workforce development is crucial to achieving the economic development of 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, particularly in those areas where levels of educational 
attainment are currently low. 
 
Strength in the local supply has also come through apprenticeship delivery, where we have 
seen higher proportions of apprenticeship starts in higher apprenticeships.  The Combined 
Authority is also a net importer of learners. 1,365 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 
residents learn outside of the area, while 1,500 learners live outside Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough and study within the geography, resulting in a net inflow of 135 learners8. 
 

Understanding the variation in skills needs across the area and our sub-economies 
Detailed analysis into skills supply and demand has shown skills deficits and lower quality 
employment in the north of the economy9.  There is variation in the socio-economic make 
up across the Combined Authority area and variation in deprivation (Core Indicator 10) directly 
reflects localised skills strengths and needs.  
 
Within the Indices of Multiple Deprivation10, Fenland is ranked third of all 316 local 
authorities nationally for Education, Skills and Training need, where 1 is most deprived.  
Peterborough is ranked 31st, which is the second lowest rank across the Combined 
Authority. These two areas show much higher levels of deprivation compared to other districts 
in the area. This directly translates to lower educational attainment. East Cambridgeshire 
also shows higher levels of relative deprivation for Education, Skills and Training relative to its 
overall deprivation rank.  
 
While we have real strengths in HE provision in the south of the Combined Authority, there are 
clear gaps in HE provision in the north, where there is a limited HE offer through 
Peterborough University Centre, a partnership between Anglia Ruskin University (ARU) and 
Peterborough College.  Equally, whilst HE provision is a real strength in the southern parts of 

 
8 
9 Annual Population Survey, September 2020; Business Register and Employment Survey, 2019; Annual Survey of Hours 

and Earnings, 2014-2019; and Index of Multiple Deprivation, 2019. 
10 The Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) is the official measure of relative deprivation in England and is part of a suite of 

outputs that form the Indices of Deprivation (IoD). It follows an established methodological framework in broadly defining 

deprivation to encompass a wide range of an individual’s living conditions. For more information see: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/835115/IoD2019_Statistical_Release.pdf 

https://www.cam.ac.uk/
https://www.cam.ac.uk/
https://aru.ac.uk/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/835115/IoD2019_Statistical_Release.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/835115/IoD2019_Statistical_Release.pdf
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the Combined Authority area, data on University graduates, as outlined  in Core Indicator 19, 
indicates that the majority of graduates from HEIs in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 
move away from the area after completing their studies, representing a loss of skilled 
labour and economic capacity. As we explore further in Chapter 4, ARU Peterborough will 
be a regional HE provider, with a strategic aim of delivering courses that will meet the skills 
needs of our local sub-economies, whilst addressing the lack of HE provision in the north. 
 
Parts of Peterborough, the Fens and the surrounding areas generally experience greater 
economic inactivity compared to the rest of Cambridgeshire, suggesting a sub-economy  
marked by longer-term issues relating to engagement and long-term alienation. The 
pattern of supply suggests that there is an area-wide reliance on migrant workers in the north 
of the local economy as well as a suggestion that any future employer demands will have 
to be met from a proportionately smaller working age population as the existing 
population continues to grow and age.  
 
Local needs relating to skills are not restricted to just the north of the Combined Authority area 
and there are challenges that the area faces as a whole. In terms of needs surrounding 
matching skills supply with demand, core indicators in Annex A show that for Cambridgeshire 
and Peterborough as a whole, the primary driver of hard-to-fill vacancies has been low 
numbers of generally suitable applicants, with those lacking suitable skills also a 
challenge.  
 
Within the strength of the Combined Authority growth sectors there are also challenges relating 
to the demand for unique skills. For example, Agri-Tech demand specific skills and therefore 
skills gaps in the sector may be harder to fill through employees transferring from other 
sectors and applying a common skill set. 
 

Impact of COVID-19 and factors influencing future skills demand 
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Greater Cambridge economy was the fastest growing 
economy in the UK, outside of London. It is arguably the most likely to rapidly reverse 
the impacts of COVID-19 on overall output and regain its previous growth trajectory, which is 
vital for the UK’s sustainable economy.  
 
The long-term impacts of COVID-19 on the labour market and the skills that employers need 
from the workforce remain unknown but factors influencing future skills demand include: 
 

• Structurally higher unemployment as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to 

endure for some time and the burden will fall disproportionately on more deprived 

people and places. 

• The crisis has sped up the process of digital technology adoption in businesses. 

In addition to the current disruption to labour markets and workplaces, technological 

adoption by companies will transform tasks, jobs and skills over the next five years. 

• The spatial pattern of economic activity and the relationships between places for work, 

living, leisure and learning are changing. The ‘future of work’ has already arrived for a 
large majority of the online white-collar workforce. Now more workplaces and 

occupations are amenable to remote working, skills gaps may increasingly be filled 

by workers not physically near their workplace. 

 
Despite these short-term challenges for the area, the strengths and opportunities that the area 
offers have also been highlighted in our skills deep dive. This includes: 
 

https://aru.ac.uk/peterborough
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• Post COVID-19 prospects for the Life Sciences sector remain strong. Firms in the 

sector have held up well across the board. 

• Government target to increase national spending on Research and Development by a third 

will be delivered by the Life Sciences Sector. Continued strong skills demand is expected. 

• Workers across many of our priority sectors have in general been well placed to switch 

to remote working over the course of 2020. A key consideration for the future is the 

extent to which some of this switch to remote working becomes a permanent characteristic 

of the sector’s workforce. 

 

Concluding statement  

 
Through this Chapter we have identified that Cambridgeshire and Peterborough has a diverse 
economy and has a number of strengths to build on and specific skills needs to address. Our 
strength of having devolved powers through being an MCA area means that our local 
strategies are underpinned by the need to capitalise on our strengths and target funding 
to meet our needs. 
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Chapter 4: Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 

Skills Strategy 

 
Through recognising the unique strengths of our three sub-economies and our growth sectors we 

can capitalise on the opportunities to match the supply and demand of skills. Cambridgeshire 

and Peterborough is in a favourable position in that it is a Combined Authority in which the 

Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), known as the Business Board, is coterminous. This 

ensures connectivity between the business community and the education and skills leaders in the 

region. 

The Combined Authority – advised by the SAP – take a programmatic lead of funding in the 

region. Skills Supply is directly influenced by skills demand, thus creating a dynamic and 

responsive skills environment in each of the three sub-economies identified Chapter 3. 

The Combined Authority devolution deal established an agreement between Government, the 

seven local authorities and Local Enterprise Partnership to devolve a range of funding, powers 

and responsibilities. 

The devolution of skills powers to the Combined Authority framed the impetus     for developing the 

previous Skills Strategy. It provided a framework within which expenditure against strategic 

priorities to inform the best use of the devolved Adult Education Budget.  It also guided 

expenditure to ensure that businesses have the skills they need to improve productivity and drive 

economic growth. 

Given the fast-moving pace of the skills requirement in a post COVID era, along with the 

impact of Brexit, requirements of NetZero and the evolution of the LERS, the Skills Strategy 

has been refreshed to reflect the changing skills needs and challenges in the current       

and predicted future economic context. 

An updated vision 

Building on the ambition for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough set out in the 2019 skills strategy, 

the updated vision is for: 

A successful, globally competitive economy offering high-skilled, well-paid, good quality 

jobs, delivering increased productivity and prosperity to support strong, sustainable and 

healthy communities and enabled by an inclusive, world-class local skills system that 

matches the needs of our employers, learners and communities. 

Going further than the 2019 strategy, this update also sets out what this vision means for each of the 

groups interacting with the skills system: people, employers, providers and place leaders: 

 

People experience fulfilment and good 

physical and mental health with 

productive, quality working lives. 

 

Employers are providing good quality 

jobs; have the skills they need in 

their staff and can recruit the right 
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They drive their own learning and 

career journeys and feel confident to 

enter and re-enter the labour market 

over the course of their lives. They 

can access support and learning to 

meet their personal and work 

ambitions when and how they need. 

person for the right job. They 

understand their skills needs and 

their inputs shape an agile, 

responsive skills system that 

delivers a regional pipeline of talent, 

matched to job opportunities to 

support strong businesses and 

enable business growth. 

 

Providers work collaboratively across 

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 

in an integrated education and skills 

system to deliver learning, 

qualifications, careers education 

and support to enable people to 

enter the labour market in the ways 

that suit individual's needs and 

ambitions. 

 

Place leaders secure outcomes for the 

whole place, convening and 

supporting collaboration between 

employers and the integrated skills 

system, as well as linking into other 

local services for people across 

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 

to lead healthy lives and fulfilling 

careers. 

 

 

These vision statements may read as common sense, but the system across the area still has 

work to do to deliver these experiences.  There is more that can be done so that people are 

universally drivers of their own personal development, learning and careers journeys and can 

access the support they need. Employers can access the skills they need for their staff, providers 

work collaboratively across our area, and the Combined Authority and place leaders empower, 

enable and convene. 

The updated vision also defines new themes on which to focus our strategy. These reflect the 

four areas where residents and employers can benefit most from an ambitious skills system that 

supports the development of life and work skills, and through which the area grows a strong and 

inclusive labour market.  

Core themes for employment and skills  

 

Pre-work learning 

and formal 

education 

 

Employer access 

to talent 

 

Life-wide learning 

and training 

 

Support into and 

between 

work 
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People can access 

learning and 

experiences 

during formal 

education that 

provide a 

strong 

foundation for 

labour market 

entry and 

future working 

lives. 

Employers both 

drive and 

consume a 

dynamic 

market of 

skills 

provision, 

which shapes 

the current 

and future 

workforce. 

People are aware 

of their 

learning 

needs and 

opportunities 

and able to 

access 

provision that 

enables their 

development. 

 

Coordinated 

support is 

available for 

those who 

need 

additional 

assistance to 

transition into 

or between 

work. 

Whilst the detail of the action required to ensure these elements are in place will evolve as time 

passes and the context changes, these themes should remain stable, setting the direction and 

providing a reference point to maintain course. 

To guide action under each of these themes the strategy document sets out a series of long-term 

outcomes and progress measures, to steer the work of partners across the area in achieving the 

vision and enabling people, employers, providers and place leaders to experience the skills 

system in this way.   

Moving forward 

This vision for the skills system is a long-term project.  The starting point is ensuring that short-

term strategic priorities are approached as a step in the right direction towards longer-term 

change. Focus now and in the first five years will be on the following short-term priorities: 

Short-term priorities  

 

Pre-work 

learning and 

formal 

education 

 

• Improving careers education, specifically around STEM and green 

skills, as well as information, advice and guidance 

• Widening education access and participation to make education more 

inclusive and the student body (and future workforce) more diverse 

• Enhancing exposure to role models, work experience, and 

understanding of various training routes into sectors and occupations 

• Capital investment to improve teaching facilities and kit, particularly for 

providers of FE, alongside support for staff capacity building  

Employer 

access to 

talent 

 

• Supporting covid recovery, growth and net-zero transition by 

developing priority skills and responding to acute issues 

• Driving up and sustaining employers’ engagement with and influence 
on education and training 

• Embedding modern work practices and conditions and improving job 

quality 
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Life-wide 

learning and 

training 

 

• Improving access to careers information, advice and guidance at any 

age 

• Providing support to upskill and reskill in response to economic 

restructuring (e.g. following covid-19, Brexit, further digitisation, as net-

zero transition intensifies) 

• Increasing work-based learning, particularly apprenticeships, and 

introducing more accessible formats (e.g. short courses/ online/blended 

learning). 

Support into 

and between 

work 

 

• Supporting unemployed and NEETs into training and employment 

• Providing support for disadvantaged groups to access the labour 

market  

• Targeting support for Covid-19 recovery and transitions for displaced 

workers 

  

 

To deliver on short-term priorities, CPCA will set strategic delivery plans with five-year terms that 

will form part of the wider Business and Skills Strategy. Detailed action plans will be developed 

and agreed for each Local Authority, addressing short-term priorities in such a way that action will 

move forward the process of delivering the long-term vision.   

These action plans take into account:  

Things already in motion - activities/interventions which are funded, approved and are either 

already being delivered or which will be delivered over the next five years. 

Things needed in the future - activities/interventions which are needed to underpin longer term 

and future development/growth, for which additional exploration, investment and potentially 

system change will be required. 

Together partners across the area will start preparing the ground now for some bigger change 

projects that the vision calls for.  Some of these can be contributed to by shorter-term projects, 

but they will need further scoping and iterative development to ensure all partners and 

stakeholders are brought along the change journey. 

Three change projects have been identified to ensure effective provision is delivered using an 

agile approach, in a way suited to the nuances of our places:   

1. A regional curriculum enabling strategic collaboration across providers, with learning and 

training aligned to local job opportunities and careers. 

2. A dual-track system, anticipating long-term needs and responding with agility in the short-

term. 

3. A coordinated place-based action framework, to engage all stakeholders in addressing 

multiple/complex issues. 
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Cutting across all of these will be ongoing the action of CPCA, Local Authorities and Cambridge 

and Peterborough Integrated Care System to work together, and with wider partners, to place 

health and wellbeing at the centre of system development and delivery. 

A visual of the Employment and Skills strategy is detailed below: 
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Chapter 5: Skills Action Plan 
 

As discussed in the previous Chapter the new Employment and Skills Strategy has informed a comprehensive action plan that will be reviewed twice a year by both the Employment and Skills Board (SAP) and the Skills 

Committee. 

Strategic action: Fenland 

 Pre-work and formal education Employer access to talent Life-wide learning and training Support into and between work 

 Strategic priorities 

First 

priorities for 

Fenland: 

Widening education access and participation and 

increasing school achievement at level 3  

Supporting businesses to start up, grow and 

create good jobs – upskilling people in 

leadership and management  

Providing support to upskill and reskill in 

response to economic restructuring (e.g. 

following Covid-19, Brexit, further digitisation, 

as net-zero transition intensifies) 

Supporting unemployed, NEETs and young 

people into training and employment 

 

 Connecting people to education and training through 

transport and digital inclusion 

Enhancing exposure to role models, work experience, 

and understanding of various routes into sectors 

and occupations 

Capital investment to improve teaching facilities and 

kit, particularly at FE 

Focus of increasing level 4+ qualifications on in-work 

training and progression 

Improving careers education, information, advice and 

guidance 

Supporting Covid recovery, growth and net-zero 

transition by developing priority skills and 

responding to acute issues 

Embedding modern work practices and conditions 

and improving job quality 

Increasing employers’ engagement and influence on 
education and training and connecting residents in 

Fenland to opportunities across the area 

Increasing work-based learning, particularly 

apprenticeships, and introducing more accessible 

formats (e.g. short courses/ online/blended 

learning) 

Improving access to careers information, advice and 

guidance at any age 

Targeting support for Covid-19 recovery and 

transitions for displaced workers 

Providing support for disadvantaged groups to 

access the labour market  

Connecting people to work through transport and 

digital inclusion 

 Actions 

 College of West Anglia Wisbech campus 

development 

Expand employers engaging with schools and 

colleges in T Level placements 

Continue to deliver Growth Works Talent Pledge – 

linking employers to schools and colleges and 

enterprise advisers, and providing careers advice 

Social value contracts - require businesses receiving 

local funding to do outreach in schools 

CRF – Start and Grow pre-start up and micro 

business enterprise skills support for individuals  

Expand Growth Works in business management and 

leadership emphasising job design and creation, 

and skills training for small business leaders 

Continue delivery of Growth Works Skills Brokerage 

and Digital Talent Platform and engagement 

model  

Rapid response skill gap mapping for Recover/Brexit 

All Age Careers Advice – bid for National Careers 

Service contract and UKSPF bid including 

mentoring programme + Qdos Manor Careers 

Hubs and market town hubs 

Direct AEB funding to priority skills needs, use AEB 

Innovation Fund to pilot new forms of training 

provision 

Build on success Form the Model, to support growing 

skills for the future and Green Jobs Action Plan 

CRF – Turning Point funded internships and short 

courses for work re-entry and digital/management  

Deliver local ESF projects up to 2023 focused on 

young people, NEETs, ex-offenders, and furthest 

from labour market, and national DWP support  

Add Work and Health Programme to Growth Works  

Expand short courses through innovative course 

design, such as skills bootcamps 

 Progress measures 

 Increasing proportion of vocational courses age 16-

18 studied at Level 3  

Increasing progression rates post-18 into HE and FE 

towards national levels 

Increasing number of professional & technical jobs, at 

least at level 3 

Reducing numbers of workers at level 1 and 

increasing at level 3  

Increasing rates of in-work training (provided flexibility 

at various levels) 

Falling levels of economic inactivity and UC claimants 

Increasing investment in connectivity  

Reducing unsustained destinations after school 
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Strategic action: Peterborough 

 Pre-work and formal education Employer access to talent Life-wide learning and training Support into and between work 

 Strategic priorities 

First priorities for 

Peterborough: 

Widening education access and participation, 

increasing school achievement, and 

progression into technical education 

Supporting Covid recovery, growth and net-

zero transition by developing priority skills 

and responding to acute issues in priority 

sectors such as manufacturing and digital 

Providing support to upskill and reskill in 

response to economic restructuring (e.g. 

following Covid-19, Brexit, further 

digitisation, as net-zero transition 

intensifies) 

Supporting unemployed, NEETs and young 

people from deprived communities into 

training and employment 

 Increasing level 4+ qualifications through 

progression and access into HE locally 

Enhancing exposure to role models, work 

experience, and understanding of various routes 

into sectors and occupations 

Capital investment to improve teaching facilities 

and kit, particularly at FE 

Improving careers education, information, advice 

and guidance 

Higher skilled jobs creation through innovation 

Embedding modern work practices and conditions 

and improving job quality 

Increasing employers’ engagement and influence 
on education and training and connecting 

residents in Fenland to opportunities across the 

area 

Creating and growing more level 3 and 4 jobs 

across sectors  

Increasing work-based learning, particularly 

apprenticeships, and introducing more 

accessible formats (e.g. short courses/ 

online/blended learning) 

Improving access to careers information, advice 

and guidance at any age 

Targeting support for Covid-19 recovery and 

transitions for displaced workers 

Providing support for disadvantaged groups to 

access the labour market  

 Actions 

 Continue establishment and development of ARU 

Peterborough 

Green skills centre and net zero ARU programme 

Expand employers engaging with schools and 

colleges in T Level placements 

Continue to deliver Growth Works Talent Pledge – 

linking employers to schools and colleges and 

enterprise advisers, and providing careers 

advice  

Social value contracts - require businesses 

receiving local funding to do outreach in schools 

Net-zero Green Skills Centre 

CRF – Start and Grow pre-start up and micro 

business enterprise skills support for individuals  

Energy Hub supply chain development 

Rapid response skill gap mapping for 

Recovery/Brexit 

Continue delivery of Growth Works Skills 

Brokerage and Digital Talent Platform, using 

Growth Works as a local engagement model  

 

All Age Careers Advice – bid for National Careers 

Service contract and UKSPF bid including 

mentoring programme + Qdos Manor Careers 

Hubs  

AEB Innovation Fund - pilot new provision 

Build on success Form the Model, growing skills for 

the future in digital and advanced manufacturing 

and Green Jobs Action Plan 

CRF – Turning Point funded internships and short 

courses for work re-entry and 

digital/management  

Deliver local ESF projects up to 2023 focused on 

young people, NEETs, ex-offenders, and 

furthest from labour market, and deliver DWP 

support  

Add Work and Health Programme to Growth Works 

model 

Expand short courses through innovative course 

design, such as skills bootcamps 

 Progress measures 

 Increasing progression rates post-18 into HE, FE, 

and apprenticeships towards national levels 
Increasing number of professional & technical jobs, 

at least at level 3 

Reducing numbers of workers at level 1 and 2 and 

increasing at level 3 and 4  
Falling levels of economic inactivity and UC 

claimants 

Reducing NEETs and unsustained destinations 

after school 
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Strategic action: Huntingdonshire  

 Pre-work and formal education Employer access to talent Life-wide learning and training Support into and between work 

 Strategic priorities 

First priorities for 

Huntingdonshire: 

Widening education access and participation 

and increasing progression and 

achievement at level 4+  

Supporting Covid recovery, growth and net-

zero transition by developing priority skills 

and responding to acute issues 

Providing support to upskill and reskill in 

response to economic restructuring (e.g. 

following Covid-19, Brexit, further 

digitisation, as net-zero transition 

intensifies) 

Targeting support for Covid-19 recovery and 

transitions for displaced workers 

 Growing numbers of apprentices delivered with 

local employers 

Enhancing exposure to role models, work 

experience, and understanding of various routes 

into sectors and occupations 

Capital investment to improve teaching facilities 

and kit 

Improving careers education, information, advice 

and guidance 

Embedding modern work practices and conditions 

and improving job quality 

Increasing employers’ engagement and influence 
on education and training and connecting 

residents in Fenland to opportunities across the 

area 

Increasing work-based learning, particularly 

apprenticeships, and introducing more 

accessible formats (e.g. short courses/ 

online/blended learning) 

Improving access to careers information, advice 

and guidance at any age 

Supporting unemployed into training and 

employment 

 Actions 

 St Neots FE provision improvements 

Continue delivery of Apprenticeship Levy Pooling, 

apprenticeship delivery through local 

development projects at level 3 upwards for 

young people 

Expand employers engaging with schools and 

colleges in T Level placements 

Continue to deliver Growth Works Talent Pledge – 

linking employers to schools and colleges and 

enterprise advisers, and providing careers 

advice 

CRF – Start and Grow pre-start up and micro 

business enterprise skills support for individuals  

Rapid response skill gap mapping for 

Recovery/Brexit 

Continue delivery of Growth Works Skills Brokerage 

and Digital Talent Platform, using Growth Works 

as a local engagement model  

 

All Age Careers Advice – bid for National Careers 

Service contract and UKSPF bid including 

mentoring programme + Qdos Manor Careers 

Hubs and market town hubs  

Direct AEB funding to priority skills needs, use AEB 

Innovation Fund to pilot new forms of training 

provision 

Build on success Form the Model, to support 

growing skills for the future and Green Jobs 

Action Plan  

Deliver local ESF projects up to 2023 focused on 

young people, NEETs, ex-offenders, and those 

furthest from the labour market, and deliver 

national Covid support programmes with DWP  

Add Work and Health Programme to Growth Works 

model 

Expand short courses through innovative course 

design, such as skills bootcamps 

 Progress measures 

 Increasing progression rates post-18 into FE and 

apprenticeships towards national levels 
Increasing number of professional & technical jobs, 

particularly in priority sectors 

Increasing receipts of/participation in careers IAG 

for adults  

Reducing unsustained destinations after school 
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Strategic action: East Cambridgeshire 

 Pre-work and formal education Employer access to talent Life-wide learning and training Support into and between work 

 Strategic priorities 

First priorities 

for East 

Cambs: 

Widening education access and progression into 

HE, increasing achievement at level 4+ 

Supporting Covid recovery, growth and net-zero 

transition by developing priority skills, and 

growing jobs at level 4 

Increasing work-based learning, particularly 

progression into level 4 skills, and introducing 

more accessible formats (e.g. short courses/ 

online/blended learning) 

Targeting support for Covid-19 recovery and 

transitions for displaced workers 

 

 Capital investment to improve teaching facilities and 

kit, particularly at FE 

Connecting people to education and training through 

transport and digital inclusion 

Enhancing exposure to role models, work experience, 

and understanding of various routes into sectors 

and occupations 

Improving careers education, information, advice and 

guidance 

Increasing employers’ engagement and influence on 
education and training and connecting residents in 

Fenland to opportunities across the area 

Embedding modern work practices and conditions 

and improving job quality 

Providing support to upskill and reskill in response to 

economic restructuring (e.g. following Covid-19, 

Brexit, further digitisation, as net-zero transition 

intensifies) 

Improving access to careers information, advice and 

guidance at any age 

Connecting people to work through transport and 

digital inclusion 

Supporting unemployed into training and employment 

 Actions 

 Development of  FE provision  

Expand employers engaging with schools and 

colleges in T Level placements 

Continue to deliver Growth Works Talent Pledge – 

linking employers to schools and colleges and 

enterprise advisers, and providing careers advice 

 

 

Rapid response skill gap mapping for Recovery/Brexit 

Continue delivery of Growth Works Skills Brokerage 

and Digital Talent Platform, using Growth Works 

as a local engagement model  

 

 

All Age Careers Advice – bid for National Careers 

Service contract and UKSPF bid including 

mentoring programme + Qdos Manor Careers 

Hubs and market town hubs 

Direct AEB funding to priority skills needs, use AEB 

Innovation Fund to pilot new forms of training 

provision 

Build on success Form the Model, to support growing 

skills for the future and Green Jobs Action Plan 

Deliver local ESF projects up to 2023 focused on 

young people, NEETs, ex-offenders, and those 

furthest from the labour market, and deliver 

national Covid support programmes with DWP  

Add Work and Health Programme to Growth Works 

model 

Expand short courses through innovative course 

design, such as skills bootcamps 

 Progress measures 

 Increasing progression rates post-18 into HE and FE 

towards national levels 
Increasing number of professional & technical jobs, at 

least at level 3 

Reducing numbers of workers at level 2 and 

increasing at level 3   
Increasing investment in connectivity  

Reducing unsustained destinations after school 
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Strategic action: Cambridge City 

 Pre-work and formal education Employer access to talent Life-wide learning and training Support into and between work 

 Strategic priorities 

First 

priorities for 

Cambridge: 

Ensuring access to technical education, 

apprenticeship and training choices are available 

to students not following A Level and university 

routes  

Supporting Covid recovery, growth and net-zero 

transition by developing priority skills and 

responding to acute issues 

Increasing work-based learning, particularly 

apprenticeships and for those with lower level 

skills, and introducing more accessible formats 

(e.g. short courses/ online/blended learning) 

Targeting support for Covid-19 recovery and 

transitions for displaced workers 

 

 Capital investment to improve teaching facilities and 

kit, and expanding access 

Improving careers education, information, advice and 

guidance, particularly for students not following A 

Level and university routes 

Increasing employers’ engagement and influence on 
education and training and connecting residents in 

Fenland to opportunities across the area 

Opening up access in priority sectors to students 

following vocational and technical routes  

Improving access to careers information, advice and 

guidance at any age 

Providing support for disadvantaged people to access 

the labour market  

Supporting unemployed into training and employment 

 Actions 

 Continue delivery of Apprenticeship Levy Pooling, 

apprenticeship delivery through local development 

projects at level 3 upwards for young people 

All Age Careers Advice throughout school years 

Continue to deliver Growth Works Talent Pledge – 

linking employers to schools and colleges and 

enterprise advisers, and providing careers advice 

 

 

Rapid response skill gap mapping for Recovery/Brexit 

Continue delivery of Growth Works Skills Brokerage 

and Digital Talent Platform, using Growth Works as 

a local engagement model  

 

 

 

All Age Careers Advice – bid for National Careers 

Service contract and UKSPF bid including 

mentoring programme + Qdos Manor Careers 

Hubs  

Direct AEB funding to priority skills needs, use AEB 

Innovation Fund to pilot new forms of training 

provision 

Build on success Form the Model, to support growing 

skills for the future and Green Jobs Action Plan  

Deliver local ESF projects up to 2023 focused on 

young people, NEETs, ex-offenders, and those 

furthest from the labour market, and deliver national 

Covid support programmes with DWP  

Add Work and Health Programme to Growth Works 

model 

Expand short courses through innovative course 

design, such as skills bootcamps 

 Progress measures 

 Increasing progression rates post-18 into FE and 

apprenticeships towards national levels for young 

people following vocational routes 

Reversing employment level decline  Increasing rates of in-work training (provided flexibility 

at various levels) 

 

Reducing localised inequalities 
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Strategic action: South Cambridgeshire 

 Pre-work and formal education Employer access to talent Life-wide learning and training Support into and between work 

 Strategic priorities 

First 

priorities for 

South 

Cambs: 

Widening progression into HE from local schools 

and into FE and technical education  

Supporting Covid recovery, growth and net-zero 

transition by developing priority skills and 

responding to acute issues 

Increasing work-based learning to support 

growing productivity, and introducing more 

accessible formats (e.g. short courses/ 

online/blended learning) 

Targeting support for Covid-19 recovery and 

transitions for displaced workers 

 

 Capital investment to improve teaching facilities and 

kit, particularly at FE 

Improving careers education, information, advice and 

guidance 

Increasing employers’ engagement and influence on 
education and training and connecting residents in 

Fenland to opportunities across the area 

Improving access to careers information, advice and 

guidance at any age 

Supporting unemployed into training and employment 

 Actions 

 Continue delivery of Apprenticeship Levy Pooling, 

apprenticeship delivery through local development 

projects at level 3 upwards for young people 

All Age Careers Advice throughout school years 

Continue to deliver Growth Works Talent Pledge – 

linking employers to schools and colleges and 

enterprise advisers, and providing careers advice 

 

 

Rapid response skill gap mapping for Recovery/Brexit 

Continue delivery of Growth Works Skills Brokerage 

and Digital Talent Platform, using Growth Works as 

a local engagement model  

 

 

All Age Careers Advice – bid for National Careers 

Service contract and UKSPF bid including 

mentoring programme + Qdos Manor Careers 

Hubs  

Direct AEB funding to priority skills needs, use AEB 

Innovation Fund to pilot new forms of training 

provision 

Build on success Form the Model, to support growing 

skills for the future and Green Jobs Action Plan 

Deliver local ESF projects up to 2023 focused on 

young people, NEETs, ex-offenders, and those 

furthest from the labour market, and deliver national 

Covid support programmes with DWP  

Add Work and Health Programme to Growth Works 

model 

Expand short courses through innovative course 

design, such as skills bootcamps 

 Progress measures 

 Increasing progression rates post-18 into HE and FE 

towards national levels 

 

Increasing number of professional & technical jobs, at 

least at level 3 

Increasing receipts of/participation in careers IAG for 

adults  

Reducing unsustained destinations after school 
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Chapter 6: Assessment of Progress 
 

 
As the new Employment and Skills Strategy and action plan commence in January 2022 these 

actions are too new to assess. Therefore, this chapter focuses on the actions of the 2019 Skills 

Strategy and assesses progress made and those actions which are being carried forward inro 

the new action plan. 

 

2019 Strategy action Progress 

Opportunity Area to improve education in 

Fenland and East Cambridgeshire 

Achieving – received additional year of funding 

from DfE – we want to make more progress on 

skills and market towns 

Skills brokerage service and strong early 

engagement between businesses and 

providers including in careers advice with 

targeted support on STEM, T Levels, 

employer outreach, work readiness and 

careers pilots 

Achieving – skills brokerage service launched 

in February 2021 as part of Growth Works 

Apprenticeship levy pooling to improve access 

for SMEs, and provide placements through 

sector academy apprenticeship hubs across 

the area 

Achieving – apprenticeship levy pooling 

mechanism in place, CPCA Skills, Training, 

Apprenticeship and Recruitment Hub in place 

Connect local businesses in key sectors to the 

Digital Talent Portal for greater visibility of 

talent for employers and attracting young 

people to jobs through social media 

Achieving – digital talent portal launched as 

part of Growth Works 

Health and care sector work academy – 2,100 

new learners 

In progress – lower levels of uptake so far than 

expected – the project has been reprofiled with 

DWP to run to 2023 

University for Peterborough that raises HE 

participation and aspiration, and delivers 

technical courses aligned to local employers’ 
needs and jobs of the future 

In progress – ARU Peterborough in 

development and on track to open in 2022. 

Three phases of funding secured.  

Work and Health Programme to support 

progression of adults into work who have 

become disconnected from the labour market 

Achieving – DWP Restart contract with Reed 

replaced Work and Health Programme to 

operate over next 3 years 

Achieve a skills base that matches business 

needs through funding and programmes that 

CPCA has responsibility for – map AEB 

provision and improve provision through 

transition pilots and sector focused retraining 

schemes 

In progress – sector retraining schemes 

launched in 2020, AEB progressing – fewer 

learners in 2020 than 2019 due to Covid 
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2019 Strategy action Progress 

Lobby government for further devolution 

opportunities and to shape skills reforms to 

make an outcomes based and business led 

skills system 

In progress – further lobbying on further 

devolution and local control of funding for skills, 

including National Careers Service and Careers 

and Enterprise Company activity 

Sector pilots and skills hubs to overcome 

rurality with transport links 
In progress – Chatteris hub in development 

 
 

 
Enhancing Local Knowledge 

Since the board was established, it has worked hard to make sure it is serviced with high quality 

data analysis and research. The need to have timely labour market information has been 

magnified over the last twelve months as the partnership have looked to understand the 

impacts of COVID-19 and support local recovery planning. This work has included monthly 

monitoring of key datasets as identified by the national SAP programme team and the receipt of 

quarterly data updates. 

One of the priorities of the SAP is to understand the skills demand and skills supply in 

the region. To this end, additional work was commissioned to increase the analytical capacity 

of the SAP. This included the production of the skills deep dive report, and the online publication 

of an interactive dashboard. The findings from this report highlighted some gaps in the local 

evidence base and a further study will be commissioned. This work, together with local 

intelligence, will inform the refresh of the skills strategy to be published in September 2021. 

Through existing evidence, there is a greater understanding of the three sub-economies and 

priority actions and funding has been allocated based on the differing localised needs. This 

evidence continues to underpin our key strategies. 

 
In February 2021, we launched a new Labour Market Information (LMI) Portal, providing high quality, reliable 
labour market information to two main audiences – learners making decisions about their future careers, and 
leaders looking for a better understanding of our region’s labour market. 
 
Bringing together a series of interactive tools, the portal helps young people and careers advisors to 
understand the types of roles currently in demand, and the sectors that are growing, or likely to grow, in the 
near future.  
 
This advice will help our learners get the information they need, empowering them to make informed decisions 
and build a rewarding career. For leaders, the LMI provides a strategic overview of the regional labour market, 
including current skills shortages, opportunities, and how the local labour market affects our region’s economy.   

 

A further dashboard has been developed providing data on the skills supply and qualifications 

achieved within the Combined Authority. This is used to help  understand the gaps in provision. 

 
Impact on Local Skills Provision 

The Combined Authority has significant strengths in its skills provision across the region 

which has already been highlighted in previous Chapters. Funding has been targeted through 

the priorities of the Skills Strategy and LERS. The Combined Authority has encouraged a 

programmatic approach to the use of funds in the region. This includes the Adult Education 

Budget, Local Growth Fund, European Social Fund, Towns Fund and Market Towns Fund 
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amongst other smaller grants from Central Government Departments. The impact of these 

initiatives is evidenced throughout this Chapter, linked to the different sections of the Skills Action 

Plan in Chapter 5. 
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Development of a New University 

 
The ARU Peterborough University campus will open in September 2022 with an initial intake of 2,000 

students, with future phases of development allowing for up to 7,000 students by the 2030/31 

academic year. The campus will be developed via a phased approach, with each phase introducing a 

new teaching or research building as viability is established. Success of the early phases of the 

project becomes the foundation for reinvesting in later phases. Existing development plans for the 

phases are: 

• Phase 1: First teaching building - Establish the ARU Peterborough campus in the city via the 

first teaching building, providing space for 1,500 students from September 2022, rising to 3,000 by 

2025, studying Health, Social Care, Education, Management, Finance and Law. 

• Phase 2: Net zero innovation incubator - Build a base of innovative and collaborative start-ups 

to support bottom-up development of the innovation ecosystem: 20 hi-tech start-ups and scale-ups 

building an indigenous innovation ecosystem specialising in net zero technologies in an innovation 

incubator on the ARU Peterborough campus with Photocentric as anchor tenant. 

• Phase 3: Second teaching building and Living Lab - Grow the University via a second teaching 

building supporting 1,700 more students from 2025, expanding its curriculum into STEM fields and 

embedding the University in Peterborough through the Living Lab and Cultural Quarter. 

• Phase 4; Inward Investing Research Institute & SPF Funded R&D Programme  Establish an 

innovation ecosystem around net zero technologies by attracting a major Research Institute into 

Peterborough, enabling local business clusters’ collaboration and growth through a net zero R&D 
programme with global firms via the Institute, tackling major technological challenges for large-

scale market opportunities in realising a greener global future. 

• Phase 5: Third teaching building & Sports Science faculty – Expand further the teaching 

capacity with space for an additional 2,000 students on the embankment campus. This phase will 

include the relocation of the current Embankment Athletics Track into Nene Park to produce a 

sports Science faculty in Peterborough. Like the Living Lab within the Phase 3 building, these 

sports facilities will be open to the public and play an active role in increasing sports and fitness 

engagement across the city. 

 
Adult Education Budget 

Placeholder – waiting data from 20-21 academic year. 

 
Technical Education and Apprenticeships 

To further stimulate the demand of apprenticeships from employers, the Combined Authority 

launched the Business Growth Service (BGS) in February 2021. BGS has four service lines 

that support businesses. By integrating all these services into one single-front-door BGS will 

create a total of 5,278 jobs. We will better connect our places and business clusters and 

provide across them a quality and connectivity of growth support that reflects, and has the 
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potential to develop towards, the support eco-system developed over half a century within 

Greater Cambridge. To do this, the Service will expand and build on the growth support networks 

that are already present in and around Cambridge and develop a commercial marketplace 

for advisory and investment services, as well as a mentoring culture amongst supported 

entrepreneurs. 

The Service will provide: 

(a) A Growth Coaching Service to engage and support our highest potential firms to speed their 

growth, build their capacity for growth, sustain their period of growth, or all three, to create 3,498 

jobs. 

(b) An Inward Investment Service to better connect us into global markets, to engage and 

persuade firms to locate into our economy or invest in our strategic projects, to create 1,328 jobs. 

(c) A Skills Brokerage Service to link learners and those retraining for new jobs, to employers and 

skills providers to improve the supply of skills to our growth sectors, to provide 3,505 people with 

better skills for new jobs, including 1,600 apprenticeships. A new Digital Talent Portal will also be 

created to support this service. 

(d) A Capital Growth Investment Fund to help SMEs grow through organic expansion, offering an 

integrated range of grants, loans and equity products unavailable commercially, to create 1,500 

jobs 

 
Careers Education 

The Combined Authority holds the contract with the Careers and Enterprise Company (CEC). 

The CEC work to facilitate a world-class careers education, inspiring and preparing young people 

for the world of work. We have 72 Schools in the region with a total of 4 Enterprise Coordinators 

who work alongside employers, schools, colleges, and providers, to deliver high impact careers 

and enterprise support to young people (12-18yrs) that is responsive to individual pupil needs 

and is underpinned by the internationally recognised Gatsby Career Benchmarks. 

 The Combined Authority was successful in their bid for a Careers Hub, which was launched in 

September 2020. The Careers Hub supports 30 schools and colleges across all districts and it 

is the ambition of the Combined Authority to secure a second Careers Hub for the remaining 42 

schools who are supported via the Enterprise Advisor Network.  

The Careers Hub allows the region to offer and trial innovative ways of improving Careers 

Education locally that will improve outcomes for young people, education and employers. 

Through the CPCA Careers Hub, Communities of Practice are being established to improve 

CEIAG in SEND schools ensuring it is relevant and meaningful with employer support aligned 

to the needs of the school and their pupils.  

As part of the Opportunity Area, there is an established Cornerstone Group  who are link directly 

with Schools. The Careers Hub is in the process of expanding this group to be more 

representative of businesses in the area to improve careers education, ensuring key skills for their 

sector are understood by teachers and education leaders, and by championing jobs in their local 

area.  

In anticipation of the launch of the Shared Prosperity Fund (SPF), the Combined Authority has 

engaged with a range of stakeholders in the region to undertake a gap analysis on the current 

provision and to determine the need for future support within careers education. This activity will 

support the development of a bid that will support the development and delivery of careers 

provision in the area.  

In January 2021 the Combined Authority will be launching their Experiences of Work Charter. This 

Charter is endorsed by the Mayor and is designed to offer young people wider opportunities of 
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experiencing the workplace. We will be appealing to employers in the area to offer their support by 

pledging time, resource or experience to support our young people in understanding more about 

careers, skills and the opportunities available to them.  

The Region, through Cambridge Ahead, is also asking Government for funding to develop a 

three-year pilot to test the recommendations from commissioned research by RAND Europe 

analysing the provision of career guidance in the region’s schools. Findings show that current 
provision is failing to adequately meet the needs of young people as well as the needs of 

businesses. Institutions involved in the system, including schools, employers and providers, 

recognise the current failings and are committed to doing more for young people. 

Cambridge Ahead identified five key recommendations for schools, providers, businesses and 

Government to take forward to improve the provision of career education in schools. At the heart 

of these is the need for additional capacity within schools as the foundation needed to build an 

effective system. 

Net Zero 

placeholder 

Levelling Up 

Placeholder 

 

The Combined Authority, guided and advised by the SAP, is making an important and significant 

impact on the Region’s provision of skills, increasing capacity in disciplines which are in most 

demand by employers. There is still work to do though, which will be realised through the 

refreshed skills strategy. 
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The Skills Strategy details how the Combined Authority will enable sustainable futures by creating 

a culture of positive change within the skills arena following three key themes. Evidence of impact 

is provided through a series of case studies. 

 

 

Committed to community: Anglian Water upskilling workers and learners since 2013  
Anglian Water, one of our Cornerstone employers for the Fens and East Cambridgeshire, believes 
businesses can and should make a positive difference to the communities they work within. They’ve 
committed to focus on a small number of locations in our region and give them the time and 
dedication needed to deliver valuable change.   
 
Starting in Wisbech, alongside their Alliance partners, and with the help of Business in the 
Community, Anglian Water seconded a project manager into the town in 2013. Eight years on, that 
project manager is still there, embedded in the community, understanding its challenges and the 
actions required to make meaningful, long-term change. Over those eight years Anglian Water has 
developed a remarkable partnership with Fenland District Council, the Business Board and Combined 
Authority, Cambridgeshire County Council, the town’s schools and colleges, and the local community.   
 
Nurturing young minds 
Anglian Water began working with Thomas Clarkson Academy in 2013, supporting assemblies and 
careers talks. It’s since developed a varied programme, ranging from providing whole year group 
STEM-focused days for year 7, 8, 9, and 10 students, to holding mock interviews and digital solutions 
Insight Work Experience days for year 12 students. It’s developed a close working relationship with 
the career lead at the academy, and held an insight afternoon for all the school's staff to explore 
curriculum links. It’s hosted an annual STEM-focused event to celebrate Women in Engineering Day, 
with separate days focusing on primary and secondary schools. All primary and secondary schools in 
Wisbech and the surrounding Fens have been invited to attend.  
Ellie Shepherd, Cromwell Community College Student, said: ‘I came here and I didn’t realise how 
many engineering jobs there were. I never really thought about it before and now I see how many 
opportunities there are.’ 
 
Leanne Searle, Assistant Head of Tech, said: ‘It’s been brilliant to see them engaged, working 
collaboratively and doing lots of things they wouldn’t have the opportunity to do at school. We’ve 
really valued the day and had a brilliant time and met some interesting people too.’   
 
Working closely with Thomas Clarkson Academy, Anglian Water has supported over 1,600 students, 
and in total has helped more than 5,000 young people across the town. With its Alliance partners, it’s 
also developed new courses at the College of West Anglia which feed directly into its apprenticeship 
programmes, to broaden students’ understanding of career opportunities and improve transferable 
skills. This has been so successful that it’s now developed similar partnerships with West Suffolk 
College, Milton Keynes College and the Grimsby Institute. So far, 72 students have gained 
apprenticeships, and a further 48 are currently on the programme.  
As a Cornerstone employer, Anglian Water can offer face-to-face and virtual insight days, and 
focused lessons to primary, secondary and SEND schools. Becoming an Enterprise Advisor for Sir 
Harry Smith Community College has allowed it to understand the pressures on the secondary schools 
in the area.   
Anglian Water has developed a programme that supports the development of employability skills plus 
an understanding of STEM careers and the curriculum, whilst encouraging social mobility, diversity 
and inclusion.  
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Transforming Wisbech Garden Town 
Anglian Water’s desire to deliver place-based regeneration goes beyond the education sector. 
Working with ourselves and Fenland District Council, it’s helped build a transformational vision for the 
Wisbech Garden Town. This vision looks at the regeneration of Wisbech, improving transport links to 
the surrounding area, including Cambridge, by reconnecting the town to the rail network. Now, 
Anglian Water works with other stakeholders to unlock the potential of the surrounding area, by 
managing water in a more integrated way across the Fens – which is vital in our battle against climate 
change and to secure water supplies for the future. Called Future Fens: Integrated Adaptation, we 
hope the initiative will become an international exemplar of what can be achieved through holistic 
planning.  
 
The success Anglian Water has seen in Wisbech is shared equally with those in the community who 
have worked alongside them. Transformation takes time, but it has shared learnings throughout, and 
promoted the approach to other areas in our region and beyond. There are now similar place-based 
pilots across the UK – in Blackpool, Rochdale, Bradford, Lowestoft, Norwich, Coventry and St Austell 
– with a target to see a total of 12 up and running by 2022. By working with Business in the 
Community and their members, Anglian Water can spread this model for businesses to deliver 
support in local communities and drive real improvements in social prosperity. 
 
Keith’s story: from low confidence to full employment with Jobsmart , Peterborough College 
We championed a portfolio of projects that support residents furthest from the labour market to 
acquire skills and eventually become employed. Keith was one such resident. 
 
Keith had been coming to the Jobsmart Centre since February 2019, attending their positive Mindset 
course. This is an encouraging course, where clients participate in creative and confidence-building 
activities to improve their wellbeing and happiness. There are no entry requirements, and local 
residents are referred or self-refer for many reasons – some are socially isolated, some bereaved, 
and some have mental health issues. In Keith’s case, he was a man in his 50s who had cared for his 
parents for the last 30 years. When they died, Keith was faced with the prospect of finding work at a 
time when his confidence was low.  
 
Keith began to blossom on Mindset. By September, the Jobsmart team felt he could go a step further 
and join the four-week Pathway into Security programme. This is designed so clients can attend with 
absolutely no knowledge of the security industry, but they leave inspired with the understanding and 
expertise to embrace a new career. Included in this programme are the Extended Certificate in 
Understanding Stewarding at Spectator Events, the Award in Working as a Door Supervisor, the 
Award in Working as a Security Officer and the Award in Working as a CCTV Operator, all at Level 2. 
Whilst on the course, Keith was given help to set up his Security Industry Authority account and start 
an application for his Door Supervisor licence. The college funds the license, removing any barriers 
that could otherwise have prevented him going into work.  
 
Keith’s tutor writes: ‘Keith was amazing! He really embraced the whole course and became the life 
and soul of the group. He was the joker, who made us all laugh with his antics when he was acting 
out being a troublemaker in the car park during the CCTV course – students get to role-play, 
pretending to be involved in criminal activities so the other students can film them and get used to 
operating the CCTV equipment. This was so very far removed from the withdrawn individual who had 
started with us.’ 
 
Keith secured employment with a local funeral director as a funeral assistant. The security 
qualifications on his CV had shown the employer he had the personal discipline and ability to operate 
at this level. His kindness and warm personality were able to shine out at the interview.  
 
Keith is still working there now. He has also improved his health and wellbeing, having lost over two 
stone in weight, and is feeling good about himself. 

Multi-million-pound Construction Hub nears completion at Cambridge Regional College, Huntingdon 
Campus 
 
‘A key enabler of further economic development’: state-of-the-art Construction Hub funded by 
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Business Board nearly ready to go 
We’ve funded a major new development to create a state-of-the-art Construction Hub at the 
Cambridge Regional College Huntingdon Campus. The Hub is designed to support construction skills 
development in the region, and therefore the growing job market in the sector.  
 
Addressing skills shortages 
Cambridge Regional College is the largest provider of construction training in the area, and the new 
Huntingdon campus development will address high levels of skills shortages in occupational areas 
including construction, electrical, brickwork and carpentry – all of which will be catered for in the new 
facility.  
The Hub will see a further 180 people trained each year, including school leavers, adults, and 
apprentices. This facility will also see the creation of nine direct employment opportunities at 
Cambridge Regional College. 
The final stages of the project are set for completion in September 2021. By then, we anticipate the 
Hub will already be welcoming a greater number of students starting in the 21/22 academic year, 
through its increased capacity.   
 
Perfect timing 
Principal Mark Robertson said, ‘We are delighted that the new training facilities at our Huntingdon 
campus will provide industry standard training for many more people to develop the skills they need 
for good jobs in the construction industry. With the construction sector booming in the region, this is 
the perfect time for students to gain the skills that will give them great employment opportunities. 
This development has come at a time of high demand, with a 2018 Construction Industry Training 
Board study identifying Huntingdon as the location for the largest percentage of the Combined 
Authority’s 9,000 construction employers, accounting for 12% of all firms, many of which are small to 
medium enterprises.  
With further data suggesting a shortage of around 15,000 skilled people in the Eastern region, and 
47% of all vacancies in the construction industry remaining unfilled due to skills shortages, the 
Construction Hub is identified as a key enabler of further economic development in the 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Independent Economic Review (CPEIR) and Local Industrial 
Strategy (LIS).’ 
 

 

1. Achieve a high-quality offer tailored to the needs of the three sub-economies. 

School Careers Education Information Advice and Guidance 

The Combined Authority set out in the Skills Strategy a commitment to play a critical role in 

facilitating skills growth via Careers Education Information and Guidance. 

TBAP Octavia is an Alternate Provision of 35 mixed students who are amongst the most 

vulnerable and disadvantaged in Fenland. The school has been identified by AIM Group as a 

development school which will afford students access to enhanced support. 

As a development school, the students will receive additional support for two years. This support 

varies from group sessions or 1:1 support for individual students looking for an apprenticeship 

programme to start their careers. 

Two local employers have agreed to support this initiative: Stainless Metalcraft of Chatteris and 

M J Services of March. Both employers will share the experiences of their own Apprentices and 

inhouse Apprenticeship programmes with students which will allow students to understand what 

opportunities exist, what expectations employers have and the variety of job roles available in the 

area. It is hoped this will prove to be invaluable as many students have limited or no experience of 

the world of work. 

The additional support provided by AIM will better prepare students for life after formal education, 

drive forward the Apprenticeship agenda and promote social mobility. 
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Flexible FE Provision: Cambridge Regional College 

Greater Cambridge is a diverse sub-economy within the Combined Authority area which includes 

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire (including southern parts of Huntingdonshire and East 

Cambridgeshire) 

Cambridge Regional College is a bedrock of the Further Education Estate in Cambridgeshire. 

With some of the best facilities in the country, they offer a wide range of courses, delivered in 

industry-standard workshops, studios and salons. They support thousands of full-time students, 

adult learners and Apprentices every year. 

During the pandemic, like many businesses, they had to adapt their ways of working and as a 

college, they needed to do so to be able to address the needs of the wider economy. In doing so, 

they have been able to continue to support their current students, but have also engaged with a 

wider demographic that have previously been in employment and have not participated in formal 

learning for a number of years. 

Rebecca struggled with her self-esteem, confidence, and anxiety as a result of being made 

redundant after an 18-year career with her employer. She was unsure of her skills and knowledge 

and what transferable skills she had. Rebecca enrolled with Cambridge Regional College during the 

Pandemic and completed Explore Business Admin and Stress Awareness /Mental Health 

Awareness course, both online. 

Rebecca initially found the online learning a challenge due to her not having much experience in 

the use of digital platforms. Her tutor discovered that by harnessing Rebecca’s creative skills her 
confidence improved and as a result, her work did too. As the course progressed, Rebecca used 

her leadership skills to good effect. 

Rebecca suffered with anxiety and low mood and by accessing additional support from the college 

she progressed with her work, creative skills and leadership skills. Rebecca has truly developed 

as a person and this course has motivated her to continue with learning. Rebecca has progressed 

on to another course and has started a small business in the arts and craft sector. This business 

allows her to explore a different way of earning an income, contribute to society and increase 

her self-belief. The Skills gained during her original courses have helped her to improve her 

management of stress and her improved administration skills support the running of her business. 

2. Empower local people to access education and skills to participate fully in society, to 

raise aspirations and enhance progress into further learning or work. 

The Combined Authority strives to empower local people to access education and skills which will 

not only support academic achievement but will enable them to participate fully in society, raise 

aspirations and allow them to progress into further learning and work. The importance of inclusive 

growth is grounded in the fact that the poorest adults with the lowest qualifications are the least 

likely to access adult training despite being the group that would benefit from it the most (Social 

Mobility Commission 2019). 

 
Raising Aspirations in School Children: The Harbour School 

The Harbour School, Wilburton, is a Social Emotional Mental Health (SEMH) school in Fenland 

& East Cambridgeshire OA which focuses on the needs of boys aged 7-16 years. Students at 

the school are amongst the most disadvantaged in the region and likely to be NEET upon leaving 

school. 

The school engaged with the Careers and Enterprise Company and were matched with an 

Enterprise Advisor from Morgan Sindall. Enterprise Advisers work with careers leaders and senior 

leadership teams to develop their careers and employer engagement strategies, and where 

possible, signpost to opportunities in the community. The school’s ambition was to develop a 

mentoring project which would raise the students’ aspirations and introduce them to role models. 
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Morgan Sindall, STEMPoint East and the Combined Authority collaborated and are organising 

a mentoring programme suitable for year 10 students to meet the objectives of the programme. 

STEM Learning Ambassadors have come forward as mentors and members of the school staff 

are participating in a Stars outcome programme, which underpins three values; empowerment, 

collaboration, and integration. The mentors will work on one part of the Star, which includes 

the world of work, employability, and information on the local job market. This programme will 

improve confidence and knowledge and increase employer engagement, networks, and support 

for the school, which in turn creates opportunities and raises aspirations of school students. 

The above demonstrates a tailored offer that is designed to improve work opportunities 

and earning potential and support social and economic growth. The offer is aligned to the 

geographical sub-economies and will move towards addressing the root causes of these 

inequalities. 
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Health and Care Sector Work Academy: City College Peterborough 

Health and Social Care is identified as a priority sector by the Combined Authority and the Health 

and Care Sector Work Academy (HCSWA) is identified as a Key Intervention which will play a 

critical role in facilitating skills growth in the region. The HCSWA is a unique £5.2m programme 

operating only in the Combined Authority area. 

Recently, a participant of the HCSWA have been recognised by winning a National Learning 

Award. Laura Dunn-Green attended the HCSWA which allowed her to discover her passion 

for care and embark on a new career. Laura had a history of mental health issues and left 

education after having her daughter at 16 years of age. Laura signed up to the programme after a 

conversation with her JCP job coach. Initially she found it difficult to engage with the programme, 

but her confidence built over time and she overcame her shyness. 

Returning to learning has transformed Laura’s life. She excelled in her course and is now in a job 

she loves as a healthcare assistant at a local care home. Laura is keen to continue learning, and 

to progress in her job role. Laura said: “I’ve become a much more confident person and I feel like 

I have a purpose. I felt like I had spent so many years being mum and dad that I forgot how to 

be me, but the work academy helped me find myself and made me realise that I could make my 

daughter proud of me.” 
 

Industry and Education Partnership Working: The College of West 
Anglia and Anglian Water 

The College of West Anglia works in partnership with Anglian Water to offer a level two 

construction and level three engineering course at the Wisbech campus, providing the skills and 

knowledge to make students work-ready. 

 

The innovative pre-apprenticeship programme has been designed with the specific aim of 

attracting new talent into the utility sector and enabling students to go on to work for one of 

the alliance companies as an apprentice. The majority of study in the year-long course will be 

delivered by college tutors through practical and theory-based sessions. Students have the 

opportunity to try the career, while studying, and are guaranteed a job interview with Anglian 

Water and their partner companies once they have completed their studies. 

The Anglian Water Alliances are collaborative organisations of consultants and contractors 

working together to deliver more than half of Anglian Water’s capital investment programme. 

The Anglian Water @one Alliance, which is supporting the level 3 engineering course, has a 

programme of works valued at £1.2bn over the next 5 years, known as AMP6. Anglian Water are 

responsible for the design and construction of water and water recycling (waste water) treatment 

centres that serve more than five million people in the East of England and maintain and improve 

the water mains and the sewerage network in the region. The partner companies forming the 

co-located collaboration are: Anglian Water, Balfour Beatty Utility Solutions, Barhale, Grontmij, 

MMB, MWH and Skanska and are based in Peterborough with multiple offices across the East of 

England and beyond. 

Jason Tucker, Anglian Water’s Director of Strategic Delivery & Commercial, said: “We are 

focussed on working with colleges in our region that are committed to building partnerships with 

industry. These establishments will create opportunities for people by training and developing 

them with the vital skills and behaviours needed to meet our current and future skills shortages.” 

Dave Newsome, Collaborative Skills Programme Manager, Anglian Water Alliances, said: “We were 

impressed by the College’s existing provision, their academic teams and “can-do” approach to 

working with employers. We don’t want to sponsor a programme by simply putting our name to it; 
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we want to be in there working side by side with our chosen providers. Together we’ll tackle some of 

the great challenges facing the water industry by teaching and educating future leaders in the field.” 
 
Industry Led Learning : Kennedy’s 

Kennedy’s are a Global Law firm with Offices in Cambridgeshire. They are using Apprenticeships 

as a way of attracting new and diverse talent to their business. The Apprenticeship programme 

is designed to help springboard new talent into a successful career by providing a mixture of 

studying and learning within the workplace with clear career routes. This offers those wanting 

to enter the legal profession with a real alternative to University. Their Legal Apprenticeship 

programmes are aimed at school leavers who have completed A Levels or equivalent studies and 

are looking to embark on an exciting career. 

Their two-year paralegal Apprenticeship will result in the Level 4 Certificate of Higher Education 

in Legal Services, which is equivalent to the first year of a law undergraduate degree. The 

paralegal apprenticeship offers an introduction to the fundamentals of legal practice and provides 

a combination of learning and working within one of their legal teams. 

Once the two-year paralegal Apprenticeship has been completed, Apprentices who would like to 

continue their learning may have the opportunity to join the Level 7 solicitor apprenticeship. This 
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takes four years to complete and involves the completion of a (Hons) degree in legal practice and 

will lead to qualifying as a solicitor. 

“I have my own caseload and work on my own files as well as liaising with clients directly which I 
was never expecting to do in my first two years of my Apprenticeship” said Maya Taylor, Solicitor 
Apprentice. 

Professional Services are identified as a key priority sector within Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough and the opportunity offered by Kennedy’s demonstrates how a tailored offer can 

improve work and pay prospects for local individuals. A career pathway which is perceived as 

being available only to graduates is using Apprenticeships as a way of breaking down those 

preconceived barriers and offering opportunities to those for which university would be cost 

prohibitive. 

 
Data Driven Learning in Cambridgeshire: Cambridge Spark, Anglia 
Ruskin University and Cambridge Assessments. 

The Combined Authority’s Skills Strategy outlines the need for a flexible, dynamic skills market. It 

is recognised that new and traditional sectors’ occupations require more highly skilled workers and 

employers’ needs for specific skills are constantly changing making it difficult to forecast. 

Demand for Data Analysts is high and, in a knowledge-led economy like Cambridge, competition 

to recruit and retain is fierce. People entering the workforce and those already in work will need to 

be continually upskilled and trained to meet the jobs of the future. The need to embed a culture 

of lifelong learning and continuous skills improvement is delivered by a partnership between 

Cambridge Spark, Anglia Ruskin University and Cambridge Assessments. 

Delivered by Cambridge Spark, Anglia Ruskin University’s MSc Digital and Technology Solutions 

(Data Analytics) degree apprenticeship equips learners with the tools and techniques to process 

large complex datasets for business insight. 

Dr Sylwia Macinska, Senior Research Manager at Cambridge Assessment, started the two-year 

apprenticeship in September 2019. 

Sylwia first developed an interest in data analysis and modelling whilst studying for her 

Psychology PhD, and her current role at Cambridge Assessment is heavily focused on using data 

analysis to find innovative solutions to support learning. With a desire to find more effective ways 

to analyse data and to model the behaviour of students to predict performance, she applied for 

the MSc Apprenticeship. 

“I thought this was a very exciting time to upskill in data science so we can create more innovative 

solutions to support teaching and learning. We have been carrying out research, tracking student 

progress, and analysing data to improve learning for a long time. But now with new opportunities 

offered by digital data and computational techniques from data science, we can create a more 

comprehensive picture of learners and provide them with a more personalised experience based 

on their strengths and areas for improvement”. 

The apprenticeship has equipped Sylwia with a comprehensive set of data science skills, 

including machine learning techniques, data engineering and deep learning. She dedicates one 

day per week to the Apprenticeship and applies the skills learnt the rest of the week. The skills 

developed means there is no longer a reliance on additional resource providing data support as 

she is now able to evaluate the performance of different machine learning techniques. The course 

is taught via a blend of immersive teaching, online study and a hackathon-style bootcamp which 

simulates real-world events. 
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Halfway through the apprenticeship, Sylwia moved into a new position of Senior Research 

Manager and believes her training was a contributing factor to her being successful in getting 

the position. She says, “I think that I am perceived as someone who can be a bridge between 

the researchers and data scientists that are currently working in the organisation, to help bring 

together the two worlds.” 

In a world that is increasingly data driven, demand for this skill set is high. There are so many 

positions that are related to data and there is a huge organisational benefit from learning about 

data science and its application within the organisation. This programme allows businesses in the 

area to address their immediate business needs via an Apprenticeship. 

 
A Rich Heritage in Engineering, developing talent through 
Apprenticeships: Marshall Centre 

Marshall Centre, located in Cambridge, is a part of Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group a 

key employer in the area. Marshall Centre is born out of 100 years’ developing future talent for 

Marshall Aerospace and Fleet Solutions. They are responsible for training over 20,000 apprentices 

who have made a significant impact in the world of aviation, manufacturing and defence. 

Marshall Centre have recently been granted ‘Main Provider’ status, which allows the Centre 

to draw on external Businesses’ Apprentice Levy and offer apprentice delivery outside of the 

Marshall Group. 

They welcomed their first 25 external apprentices from Horizon Discovery and CamdenBoss 

in January and are looking to increase their apprentice offering to more businesses within 

Cambridgeshire to help them upskill their current and future workforce. 

Marshall Centre are proud of all their Apprentices and everything they achieve. Haydn Jakes was 

recently awarded an MBE for winning a gold medal in the WorldSkills final in Kazan, Russia. Mark 

Johnston started his career as an apprentice and is now Chief Engineer, Steve Silk was awarded 

an MBE for his contribution to British Engineering and Neil McCombie, former apprentice and now 

Senior Airframe/Engine Technician, recently delivered the first C-130J Centre Wing Replacement 

outside of the USA. They have all said that the training they received during their apprenticeship 

was excellent and prepared them well for their careers. 

Alongside apprenticeships, Marshall Centre also deliver several professional qualifications in: 

• Aircraft maintenance 

• Human Factors 

• Aircraft type training 

• Leadership and Management 

• Mental Health and Wellbeing 

• APM Accredited Project Management (PMQ and PFQ) 

Jack Seeley from CamdenBoss recently completed the APM PMQ and gave some great 

feedback. 

“The course was very well organised with weekly online video calls and excellent revision material, 

both accessible via the APM book provided by Marshall Centre and the online portal, which 

allowed 24/7 access to a lot of great material. This helped massively with revision. The weekly 

calls along with the revision material in the book/online portal gave a conclusive well-structured 

breakdown of each section, making the course very accessible for anyone who wants to 

undertake the qualification even if, like me, their prior knowledge is limited at the time of starting. 

The qualification will not only help with my organisation of tasks but give me a great overview 

of how each project should run from different stages, who should be involved when, costing 
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(including time scales) and so much more. Overall, I am very proud to have the qualification and 

plan to use it throughout my career in design.” 

Marshall Centre started delivering Mental Health First Aid courses in January. Dan Edwards, 

General Manager at Marshall Centre gave this feedback after completing the course, “The more I 

watch the news and speak to companies and employees in and around Cambridge it is becoming 

more and more apparent that Mental ill Health is becoming a crisis that we as business leaders 

and good human beings need to address and support. I wanted to lead from the front and show 

everyone at Marshall Centre and within my network that this is important, we should be talking 

about it and we should be taking the lead in supporting those who have recovered or in recovery 

from Mental Health experiences. A superb course delivered extremely well and so thought 

provoking. Best two days of learning I have experienced.” 

 
Developing a Talent pipeline and learning culture: Metalcraft 

Metalcraft, located in Chatteris, manufacture high integrity, mission critical products for some 

of the world’s most hazardous and dangerous environments, across a wide range of sectors 

including Nuclear, Medical, Big Science, Energy and other challenging markets. A key employer in 

the region, they have over 100 years’ experience of training apprentices. 

50% of their employees have been trained in-house including members of the board. New 

Apprentices join with a clear path of progression mapped out and a number of apprentices have 

been recognised locally, regionally and nationally, winning awards and accolades. Metalcraft also 

secured both the Princess Royal Training Award & the Queens Award for Promoting Opportunity 

through Social Mobility. 

Stainless Metalcraft are launching a new vocational training centre in Chatteris, a multi-million- 

pound facility that will accommodate 130 apprentices per year. The training school will be 

managed by West Suffolk College and Cambridgeshire Skills in support of the development for 

an Advanced Manufacturing Innovation Launch Pad (AMIL). Stainless Metalcraft have worked 

with several local organisations to bring the plans to fruition, including The Active Learning Trust, 

MAKE UK and the University of Cambridge. 

The centre, known as the North Cambs Training Centre due to its location, will offer local 

residents the opportunity to undertake an apprenticeship, pre-apprenticeship training or adult 

education training, gaining a career whilst developing work ready skills. The potential to continue 

study via higher education can continue up to and beyond degree level qualifications with the new 

University of Peterborough providing access for degree level Apprenticeships. 
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The SAP has provided a greater impetus to understand the current and future skills supply and 

demand in the region. The analytical capacity and understanding of the SAP has matured over 

this tenure. This insight will continue to inform practice and how future decisions and 

strategies are developed. 

Significant progress has been achieved, investments have been made with a clear 

understanding of the need and impact required. The new university will welcome students 

in September 2022, whilst the capital projects funded via LGF are underway creating many new 

learning opportunities. Devolved AEB is making a significant impact to engage, upskill, reskill and 

provide support to residents made redundant during the recession. Further flexibilities and funding 

rule changes will be implemented, such as fully funded ESOL and full funding for first full level 2 

qualifications for residents aged 24+. A further £1m of additional funding will provide free Level 3 

courses to adults without a first Level 3. Strategic commissioning to target provision ‘cold-spots’ 
and a ‘nudge’ marketing campaign to promote the economic and social value to individuals of 

adult learning will be implemented. 

The business growth service launched in February. The three-year project seeks to deliver an 

additional 1,400 apprenticeships and over 1,700 other learning outcomes aligned to skills 

demand will be delivered. 

Continued targeted investment informed by understanding the local need will transform the 

lives of individuals whilst concurrently advancing the rebound of the economy. 

The new University in Peterborough will open its doors to 2,000 students in 2022, with an ambition 

to offer courses for up to 12,500 by 2030. 

Phase two of the University developments have already been planned. The Phase 2 project is to 

complement the 2020-22 investment of £30.47m from the Combined Authority, PCC and private 

sector into a Phase 1 Academic Teaching Building for a new University in Peterborough, to 

produce 3,000 p.a. graduates. 

The Research & Development Centre will be a 2,200 sqm build and consist of 3 floors with a mix 

of high-quality technical laboratory and office space for incubations and start-ups. The £14.6m 

of funding for the project has been allocated to the Combined Authority by MHCLG and the 

formal application process for our Innovation Delivery Partner, and their partners, to apply for 

and utilise the funding is currently underway. 

Planning is due to be approved in Spring with a spade in the ground March/April 21 and 

completion of the build by 31 January 22. The timeframe on this project is extremely tight with a 

build programme of 41 weeks following procurement of the main contractor. The building will be 

built by end of January 2022. 

The biggest challenge the Combined Authority continues to face is adapting and proactively 

embracing the intricacies of each of the three sub-economies within the region, all with unique 

challenges and opportunities to thrive. COVID-19 has impacted the sub-economies in different 

ways – all have planned interventions to support the rebound of their economies. Strategies and 

plans need to be dynamic to quickly respond to external changes in the system. 

To this end, the Combined Authority has already developed a plan to achieve this, through 

working in  partnership with key stakeholders a refresh of the LERS was undertaken in 2021 

and the new Employment and Skills Strategy is to be published in 2022.
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Areas for future development 

• Continuing to strengthen local governance of AEB through the Skills Committee and ESB to 

ensure responsiveness of provision to meet local skills needs. 

• Building trust with provider-partners and stakeholders to facilitate co-design of provision, 

securing value for money and maximising outcomes for learners. 
 

• To showcase the Combined Authority devolved AEB as an exemplar for regional delivery in 

order to influence further devolution or delegation of funding. 

• Ensuring alignment with the SAP and LSIP 

• With additional funding for the Lifetime Skills Guarantee – Level 3 Offer, of fully funded 

courses from a prescribed list of 400 courses, there is a need to build capacity among the 

provider-base and to promote the offer to potential learners. Given that only 1% of AEB 

enrolments were for Level 3 courses in 2019/20, we are starting from a low-base. 

• Levelling Up – tackling education disadvantage in Peterborough, Fenland, wider 

Cambridgeshire, and target wards within Cambridge City. 

• Identifying Education provision cold-spots, commissioning providers to fill gaps and co-creating 

new solutions with and between groups of providers, both FE and HE working in partnership, 

potentially through joint ventures 

• Enabling and championing FE Capital and Infrastructure investment to deliver aspirational 

learning environments for technical pathways into HE and employment. 

• Revitalise the Community Learning offer in the region through co-producing with stakeholders a 

Lifelong Learning Policy. 

• Response to redundancy and supporting unemployed learners into employment. 

• Careers Information, Advice and Guidance for Adults – improving quality and capacity. 

• Developing Sector-Based Work Academies in priority sectors. 

• Good LMI, appropriate for all people 

 
Future actions 

In addition to the commissioned research there is a need for some more granular qualitative 

survey work to understand the medium-term needs of the top-performing companies whom are 

most likely to grow in the region. Asking them for their skills needs will then help determine future 

skills needs as these are the businesses which will be providing future jobs. 

To address future skills gap, there is a need to commission another piece of work to build 

a picture of what our employers may look like in 3-5 years and then extrapolate from that the 

skills needs. 

To then anchor this, we need something less theoretical which is grounded in community and 

business engagement to assess what skills are viewed as important in future in the Combined 

Authority region, combined with an understanding of the changes in working behaviour driven by 

COVID-19. This will identify the ‘softer’ skills people will need in the workplace to be effective and 

to drive productivity. For example, developing management and leadership skills in how to manage 

an organisation remotely is a key area and a national challenge that could be pioneered in our 

Combined Authority region. 

The Skills Advisory Panel will continue to work with local employers and business to ensure that 

the skills supply matches the needs of the local economy and business requirements. As we 

develop the new Skills Strategy for the region, we seek engagement from key stakeholders 

to ensure the new strategy equips our young people and current workforce to continue to 

rebound and rebuild the economy. 


